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About Us

CloudQuant DTCC

CloudQuant combines Big Data 
expertise, alternative data research, 
and cutting-edge data technology to 
deliver a full stack of solution to 
global institutional investors.

Chicago, IL

DTCC automates, centralizes and 
standardizes the processing of financial 
transactions, mitigating risk, increasing 
transparency and driving efficiency for 
thousands of broker/dealers, custodian 
banks and asset managers. 

New York, NY



The Project

CloudQuant was tasked by DTCC to evaluate their Kinetics Datasets 
and to deliver applicable use cases and signals for DTCC Equity 

Kinetics and Investor Kinetics Datasets.
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Equity Kinetics



Background: Equity Kinetics

Equity Kinetics provides a next-day summary of U.S. equity (intraday 
snapshot also available) buy, sell, short sell, and short sell exempt trading 
activity using aggregations by tier one (top 10 brokers by volume), global 
broker group (a subset of global clearing brokers), and the overall industry.

The data represents intent reporting attribution for the prior trade date for 
all US equity clearing data. It is the primary source of trading activity 
labelled by intention and is sourced directly from the Universal Trade 
Capture system of DTCC’s National Securities Clearing Corporation (NSCC) 
subsidiary.
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98%
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Summary: Equity Kinetics Research by CloudQuant

• The CloudQuant investment signals based on Equity Kinetics1 applied to a large-cap dollar neutral 
equal-weighted portfolio2, returned 122.30% over nearly 10 years with a Sortino ratio of 2.51.
• The same investment signals applied to a small-cap4 dollar neutral equal-weighted portfolio 
outperformed the S&P 500 Index by an average of 3.4% per annum over nearly 10 years and averaged 
17.37% per annum.
• Return decompositions of the large-cap portfolio using a three-factor risk model, show that 100% of 
that total return is with little exposure to market factors. A more detailed decomposition using 30 
risk factors shows that over 98% of the total return is pure alpha.
• These signals are highly novel. A panel study of various trading volume and market cap groups 
shows a low correlation with a universe of smart Beta ETFs and other known risk factors.
• When applied to an already existing strategy, the novel Equity Kinetics-based signals show a 
significant ability to enhance existing strategy performance by improving positive return skewness 
and reducing drawdowns.



Figure 1 – Performance of two market neutral portfolio signals 
developed by CloudQuant based on Equity Kinetics versus the S&P 500 
ETF, SPY.



Exploring the Data
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Equity Kinetics Datasets



Equity Kinetics Features Overview 

• Daily aggregated and anonymized buy, sell, short sell, and short sell exempt 
volume aggregated by broker tier, the entire industry, and a special global broker 
group for each security in the US Market delivered before the next trading day. 

• Calculations are based on actual clearing data using trade intention classifications.
• The accuracy and completeness of the data are superior to other sources based on 

analytics, voluntary reporting, or inference.
• Three types of key features computed by trade type (Buy, Sell, Short Sell, Short 

Sell Exempt) from the dataset are utilized and tested in this research: Volume, 
Broker Count, and Concentration (summation of broker’s market shares squared).

• Regression results show that the deterministic relationships between these three 
features are statistically distinctive under different groups of stock universe 
categorized by market cap and broker counts, highlighted as different clusterS.

• These insights informed the use of cross-sectional concentration rate rankings to 
predict short-term returns. 



Figure 2a – Regression of Broker Count on Log (Equity Kinetics Traded 
Value) shows a discontinuity below a certain distinct popularity 
threshold (as measured by broker count). The traded volume below a 
certain threshold becomes relatively invariant to Broker Count.



Figure 2b - Extremely high Broker Counts show a weaker relationship 
to Equity Kinetics Concentration Rate indicating extremely high Broker 
Counts stocks are held relatively uniformly and in extremely low 
Broker Count stocks, the concentration rate is relatively random.
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Developing the Insights



Methodology: Equity Kinetics

1. CQ evaluated Equity Kinetics dataset utilizing a ‘training period’ from 2012-03-01 
to 2018-12-31.

2. On each day, during the ‘training period’, we categorized US equities into unique 
groups based on Broker Count, Market Capital and Dollar Volume traded.

3. Features were then engineered for each group resulting in predictions of 
over/under performance for different market cap stock universes.

4. Portfolios for each group label we identified were then backtested based on 
trading the extreme quantiles long (highest) and short (lowest) for the ‘test 
period’ spanning 2019-01-01 to 2022-05-01.

5. The potential ability of the dataset to generate short-term (daily to 5 days) alpha 
was tested on CQ.AI Mariner Lightning high-frequency backtesting platform. 



EK Dollar Neutral Equal-weight Strategy

• Based on different group labels, investment signals are derived from cross-
sectional concentration rate rankings.

• The signals were then backtested in a single-signal, quantile-based, dollar-neutral 
US stock universe executed at the market following opening price on the primary 
exchange.

• This signal produced a total return of 88.19% and a Sharpe Ratio of 1.68 over 
nearly ten years (2013~2022).

• The result is remarkable for a single fundamental signal in a simple portfolio 
construction.

• The portfolio consists of all signals for large-caps, long-only signals from small-
caps, and short-only signals from mid-caps. 



Figure 3a – Gross Returns of Long-Short Equal-weighted Portfolio 
Segmented by different Group Labels.



Figure 3b – Sharpe Ratio of performances shows strong and stable 
signals in most concentrated groups and weak signals in least 
concentrated groups. 



EK Novelty Analysis Via Return Decomposition 

• Decomposing the dollar-neutral equal-weighted portfolio returns to 30-known 
investable ETF products allows us to show that the signal is highly novel and 98% of 
the total return is alpha, i.e., not explained by traditional market, company size, 
growth vs value, sector, or smart-beta factors. (Figure 7, Page 5)



Figure 6 - Tradeable factor correlation 
with long-short equal-weight portfolio 
by signal-market cap
combination.



Figure 4a – A portfolio return attribution study decomposing factor 
returns shows the signal is highly novel and not reproducible with 
Fama-French style factors.



Figure 4b – Decomposition of Gross Returns for Long-only Equal-
weighted Portfolio using OLS regression.



Figure 5-Return decomposition analysis of long-short portfolio shows 
portion of return that can be explained by existing smart-beta and 
sector ETFs.



EK Measure of Signal Robustness

• The research (training) period spanned 2012-03-01 to 2018-12-31 (Figure 3a, Page 
2).

• The Out-of-sample (testing) period spanned 2019-01-01 to 2022-05-01.
• These results show consistency with the in-sample period results (see Table A).
• The alpha decay profile also studied the tradeoff between turnover ratio and 

holding periods yields an optimized holding period from 1 to 5 days, as shown in 
the summary Tables B and C (Page 4) for dollar neutral signals and long-only 
signals, respectively.



Table A -Train/Test Period Performance of large-cap long- short dollar 
neutral signals



Table B - Performance with different holding period of long-
short dollar neutral signals.



Table C - Performance with different holding period of 
Long-only signals.



EK - Backtest Report I (Dollar Neutral Signal)
Performance After 10 bps Round-turn Transaction Cost



EK Long-only Equal-weighted Strategy 

• The long-only implementation of the signals is derived from cross-sectional 
concentration rate rankings signals and the stock universe generated a net return 
of 213.27% (21.0% per annum) an average outperformance over the S&P 500 of 
7.03% per annum over nearly 10 years.

• By our 3-factor performance attribution measurements approximately 72% return 
of the total performance was idiosyncratic (Figure 4b). 



EK - Backtest Report II (Long Only Signal) 
Performance After 10 bps Round-turn Transaction Cost



EK Conclusions

• The Equity Kinetics-based signals are novel and valuable in both long-
only and long-short portfolio formats. The concentration signal 
highlights significant trades by highly informed institutional investors 
acting on fundamental catalysts they have identified independently.

• The dollar-neutral equal-weighted portfolio returned 176.38% over 10 
years with a Sortino Ratio of 2.51.

• The long-only equal-weighted portfolio outperformed the S&P 500 index 
by an average of 7.03% per annum over 10 years and averaged 21.00% 
per annum.

• The dollar-neutral signals and long-only signals show consistent results 
in the testing period (2012-2018) compared to the training period (2019-
2022).



EK Conclusions (continued)

• A survey of investable substitutes such as smart-beta ETFs and 
investment products found most with low correlation to Equity Kinetics-
based signals indicating that investors would need the Equity Kinetics 
data to replicate the returns.

• The decomposed returns of the long-short equal-weighted portfolio 
show that 100% of the return was alpha.

• These signals have an optimal holding period from 1 day to 5 days.
• Fundamental and systematic investors can easily incorporate Equity 

Kinetics into their existing strategy to enhance performance as shown in 
Figure 7.



Figure 7 – EK Signals Enhancing ETF Performance
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Background: Investor Kinetics

Investor Kinetics provides aggregated and anonymized global equity and fixed income securities 
transaction data which is published T+3. Sourced from DTCC’s U.S. and global Institutional Trade 
Processing (ITP) platforms, the service provides a unique perspective on market trends across buy 
side institutional managers. It represents roughly 70% of all institutional trading activity.

The data includes volume, volume-weighted average price (VWAP), number of trades, number of 
unique investment managers, and concentration in each aggregation group.

The data is segmented by investor types and investor tiers: Traditional Asset Managers, Hedge Funds, 
Retail Wealth Managers, Tier 1 (top 10 by activity) and Tier 2(top 20 by activity).

Investor Kinetics is a clean, reliable and powerful primary source of deep historical and ongoing fund 
flow data for global equities and fixed income for use in both alpha generation, compliance 
monitoring and risk management. 



35.68%
Investor Kinetics-based fund flow signal 

produced a dollar neutral portfolio return of 

99%
was Alpha

per annum of which 



Figure 1 – Performance of two market neutral portfolio signals developed by 
CloudQuant based on Investor Kinetics versus the S&P 500 ETF, SPY.



Key Insights: Investor Kinetics

1. Concentration signals are strongest for mid caps
2. Fund Flow signals are strongest for hedge fund investors 

particularly on the short side
3. Both signals decay in 1 to 5 days
4. High alpha content and a good signal enhancement
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Investor Kinetics Datasets



Investor Kinetics Features Overview 

• Investor Kinetics datasets provide detailed daily aggregations and anonymized 
volume reports and other metrics in individual securities, segregated by investor 
type, trade side, investor tier for institutional investors.

• Three types of key features from the datasets are utilized and tested in the 
research: Volume, Market Participant Count and Concentration.

• Regression results show that the deterministic statical relationships between these 
three features are distinct for different market cap groups of the US stock market 
as highlighted as different clusters in Figure 3a (Page 2).

• Figure 3b (Page 2) shows a relationship between market participant count and 
concentration rate exhibiting a segmentation across market cap labels.

• These clear statistical patterns informed our intuition and resulting investigation 
into the concentration and fund flow signals below.



Figure 3a – Regression of Market Participant Count on Log (IK Traded Value) 
shows a discontinuity below a certain distinct popularity threshold (as measured 
by Market Participant Count). The traded volume below a certain threshold 
becomes relatively invariant to Market Participant Count.



Figure 3b –Concentration Rate is relatively stable for all levels of Market 
Participants Count and Market Cap
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Developing the Insights



Methodology: Investor Kinetics

1. The data was divided into a “training set” from 1-1-2013 to 12-31-2018 and a ”test 
set” 1-1-2019 to 5-1-2022. 

2. CQ characterized US stock equities into unique groups based on Market Participant 
Count, Market Capital and Dollar Volume traded.

3. Then developed signals (aka “features”) for each group.
4. Applied various forms of normalization to those signals to create predictions of 

over/under performance for the different market cap-signal combination universes
5. Computed performance of the signals during the ‘training set’ and ‘test set’ periods 

for average holding periods of 1-5 days on CQ.AI Mariner Lightning high-frequency 
backtesting platform. 



Figure 2 – Gross Returns of Long-only Equal-weighted Portfolio Segmented by 
different Group Labels



IK Concentration Signal: Dollar Neutral Equal-weighted 
Strategy
• CloudQuant compiled quantile backtests for the test and training period 

based on cross-sectional concentration rate rankings.
• The concentration signal portfolio produced a total return of 48.60% and 

a Sortino Ratio of 1.55 during the past ten years (2013~2022) (Figure 4a) 
with consistency between the performance in the training and test 
periods.

• The backtest portfolios consist of signals of large-cap groups, long 
signals from small-cap groups and short signals from mid-cap groups in 
both training and test periods.



IK Backtest Report I (Dollar Neutral Concentration Signals) 
Performance After 10 bps Round-turn Transaction Cost



Figure 4a – Decomposition of Gross Returns for Large Cap Dollar Neutral Equal-
weighted Concentration Signal Portfolio using OLS regression.



IK Fund Flow Signal: Dollar Neutral equal-weighted 
Strategy
• CloudQuant applied the same dollar-neutral quantile backtest 

methodology using the fund flow signals.
• The signals implemented in a large cap universe generated a return of 

167.22% (17.84% per annum) which is an average outperformance over 
the S&P 500 Index of 4.15% per annum over a period spanning nearly 10 
years.

• A risk decomposition of those returns using a 3-factor Fama-French-style 
risk model (Figure 4b), estimates that nearly 100% of the return was 
alpha. 



IK Backtest Report II (Dollar Neutral Fund Flow Signals)
Performance After 10 bps Round-turn Transaction Cost

Updated
November 15th, 2022



Figure 4b – Decomposition of Gross Returns for Long-Short Equal-weighted Fund 
Flow Signal Portfolio using OLS regression.



IK Fund Flow Signal: Compared To Smart-Beta

• Decomposing the dollar neutral equal-weight fund flow signal portfolio with a 30-
factor model comprised of known investable smart-beta and sector ETF products 
demonstrate that the signal is highly novel and an estimated 99.8% of the total 
return is alpha (Figure 5), i.e., not explained by traditional market, company size, 
growth vs value, sector or smart-beta factors.



Figure 5 - Return decomposition analysis of long- short portfolio shows portion of 
return that can be explained by existing smart-beta and sector ETFs.



Figure 6 - Tradeable Factor Correlation to 
Long- Short Equal-weighted Portfolio Broken 
Down By Market Capital Labels.



IK Measure of Signal Robustness

• As a measure of signal robustness, CloudQuant analyzed the consistency and sign of 
various performance metrics for the Hedge Fund fund flow signals.

• Frequently signals that are poorly specified or underlying data that has been 
already incorporated into market prices will demonstrate a reduction in returns, 
return quality, edge per share and negative return skewness.

• As shown in Table A, the consistency study demonstrates no indication that the 
market is already incorporating this information until several days after it is 
released.

• To characterize the rate at which the market is incorporating this information, 
CloudQuant conducted an alpha decay study to characterize the rate of 
performance realization for concentration and fund flow signals.

• Tables B and C show the performance of dollar neutral portfolios for concentration 
signals and fund flow signals, respectively.



Table A -Train/Test Period Performance of Fund Flow dollar neutral signals



Table B - Performance with different holding period of long-short dollar neutral 
Investor Kinetics concentration signals



Table C -Train/Test Period Performance of Fund Flow dollar neutral signals



Summary: Investor Kinetics

• The investment concentration signals CloudQuant developed based on Investor Kinetics 
Concentration1 applied to a large-cap dollar neutral equal-weighted portfolio2, with daily 
rebalancing, returned 97.19% over 10 years with a Sortino Ratio3 of 1.55.

• The CloudQuant investment fund flow signals based on Investor Kinetics4 applied to a large-cap 
dollar neutral equal-weighted portfolio, outperformed the S&P 500 Index by an average of 21.0% 
per annum over 10 years and averaged 35.68% per annum

• Return decompositions of the large-cap portfolios both a three- factor Fama-French style model as 
well as a 30-factor model show that nearly 100% of the return in alpha.

• These signals are highly novel. A panel study of various trading volume and market cap groups 
shows a low correlation with a universe of smart Beta ETFs and other known risk factors (Figure 6, 
Page 4).

• CloudQuant demonstrates (Figure 7, Page 5) that the novel Investor Kinetics-based signals will 
enhance existing strategy returns and Sortino Ratio by improving positive return skewness and 
reducing drawdowns.

• The signals exhibit significant positive skewness in daily returns. It is our experience that when 
markets have fully incorporated a signal, the returns for that signal no longer exhibit positive 
skewness.



Figure 7 –Investor Kinetics long-only fund flow signals enhancing 
Momentum (MTUM) ETF Performance



Investor Kinetics Conclusions

• CloudQuant identified two novel signals derived from the Investor Kinetics data. 
These signals are valuable to fundamental and systematic managers aiming to 
enhance their returns and performance statistics.

• The fund flow signals identify broad-based surges in institutional investor money 
flow into specific securities by informed investors.

• The concentration signals identify narrow surges in institutional money flow by 
informed investors.

• The fund flow signals dollar-neutral equal-weight portfolio outperformed the S&P 
500 Index by an average of 4.15% per annum over 10 years and averaged 17.84% 
per annum.

• The concentration signals dollar-neutral equal-weight portfolio returned 48.6% 
over 10 years with a Sortino Ratio of 1.55.



Investor Kinetics Conclusions (continued)

• Return attribution studies conducted on both signals using both 3-factor and 30-
factor models determined that nearly 100% of their total returns are alpha.

• An analysis of signal robustness demonstrated that both signals performed similarly 
in the training and test periods.

• CloudQuant found that the return realizations for 1 to 5 day holding periods 
indicate the market is not incorporating this information until several days after it 
first becomes available.

• Fundamental investment managers can incorporate the new alpha into their 
current fundamental investing process by enhancing their strategy using only long-
sided Investor Kinetics signals, resulting in an improvement in more returns and 
Sortino ratios. (Figure 7)
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Drive investment returns with 
CloudQuant signals



Apply EK + IK to your strategy

EK and IK are complimentary of each other for fundamental and 
quantamental traders. We demonstrated a use case for short and 
medium frequency investors. 

EK provides insight into concentrated large orders that indicate high 
conviction trades.

IK is superb for identifying high conviction trades by investor type.



Kinetics Data delivered by CQ Liberator

Equity Kinetics and Investor Kinetics datasets are available for 
production and trial delivery through CloudQuant Liberator Data 
Fabric. 

Complimentary data trials are available for institutional investors.

Gain access to the data in as little as 5 minutes with CloudQuant 
(requires signed trial agreement). 
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CloudQuant + DTCC



Q&A

Morgan Slade
Founder and CEO

CloudQuant

Wei “Kevin” Zhou
Senior Quantitative Analyst

CloudQuant

Matthew Bergerman
Executive Director

DTCC



Thank you. 
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